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Abstract 

This paper addresses the problem of computing the 
minimal models of a given CNF propositional the- 
ory. We present two groups of algorithms. Algo- 
rithms in the first group are efficient when the the- 
ory is almost Horn, that is, when there are few 
non-Horn clauses and/or when the set of all liter- 
als that appear positive in any non-Horn clause is 
small. Algorithms in the other group are efficient 
when the theory can be represented as an acyclic 
network of low-arity relations. Our algorithms sug- 
gest several characterizations of tractable subsets 
for the problem of finding minimal models. 

1 Introduction 
One approach to attacking NP-hard problems is 
to identify islands of tructabidity in the problem 
domain and to use their associated algorithms as 
building blocks for solving hard instances, often ap- 
proximately. A celebrated example of this approach 
is the treatment of the propositional satisfiability 
problem. 

In this paper, we would like to initiate a sim- 
ilar effort for the problem of finding one, all, or 
some of the minimal models of a propositional the- 
ory. Computing minimal models is an essential 
task in many reasoning systems in Artificial In- 
telligence, including propositional circumscription 
[LifJ and minimal diagnosis [dKMR92], and in an- 
swering queries posed on logic programs (under sta- 
ble model semantics [GL91, BNNSSl]) and deduc- 
tive databases (under the generalized closed-world 
assumption [Min82]). While the ultimate goal in 
these systems is not to compute minimal models 
but rather to produce plausible inferences, efficient 
algorithms for computing minimal models can sub- 
stantially speed up inference in these systems. 

*This work was partially supported by an IBM grad- 
uate fellowship to the first author, by NSF grants IRI- 
9157636 and IRI-9200918, by Air Force Office of Sci- 
entific Research grant AFOSR 900136, and by a grant 
from Xerox Palo Alto research center. 
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Special cases of this problem have been stud- 
ied in the diagnosis literature and, more recently, 
the logic programming literature. Algorithms used 
in many diagnosis systems [dKW87, dKMR92] are 
highly complex in the worst case: To find a mini- 
mal diagnosis, they first compute all prime impli- 
cates of a theory and then find a minimal cover of 
the prime implicates. The first task is output ex- 
ponential, while the second is NP-hard. Therefore, 
in the diagnosis literature, researchers have often 
compromised completeness by using a heuristic ap- 
proach. The work in the logic programming lit- 
erature (e.g. [BNNSSl]) focused on using efficient 
optimization techniques, such as linear program- 
ming, for computing minimal models. A limitation 
of this approach is that it does not address the issue 
of worst-case and average-case complexities. 

We want to complement these approaches by 
studying the task of finding all or some of the min- 
imal models in general, independent of any spe- 
cific domain. We will use the “tractable islands” 
methodology to provide more refined worst-case 
guarantees. The two primary “islands” that we 
use are Horn theories and acyclic theories. It is 
known that Horn theories have a unique minimal 
model that can be found in linear time [DG84]. Our 
near-Horn algorithms try to associate an input the- 
ory with a “close” Horn theory, yielding algorithms 
whose complexity is a function of this “distance”. 
For acyclic theories, we will show that while find- 
ing one or a subset of the minimal models can be 
done in output-polynomial time, the task of find- 
ing all minimal models is more complex. We will 
set up conditions under which the set of all minimal 
models can be computed in output-polynomial time 
and we will present a tree-algorithm that solves this 
problem in general. Once we have an efficient al- 
gorithm for generating minimal models of tree-like 
theories, we can apply it to any arbitrary theory 
by first compiling the theory into a tree. The re- 
sulting complexity will often be dominated by the 
complexity of this compilation process and will be 
less demanding for “near-tree” theories. 
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2 Preliminary definitions 
A clause is positive if it contains only positive lit- 
erals and is negative if it contains only negative lit- 
erals. In this paper, a theory is a set of clauses. A 
set of literals covers a theory iff it contains at least 
one literal from each clause in the theory. A set of 
covers of a theory is complete iff it is a superset of 
all minimal covers of the theory. 

A theory is called positive if it is composed of 
positive clauses only. Given a theory @ and a set of 
literals S, the operation Q@S performs unit prop- 
agation on the theory @US. For each theory @, 
nf(@) denotes @a@. For each model M, pas(M) 
denotes the set of symbols to which M assigns true. 
We will sometimes refer to a model as a set of liter- 
als, where a negative literal 1P in the model means 
that the model assigns false to P and a positive lit- 
eral P in the model means that the model assigns 
true to P. 

Definition 2.1 (X-minimal model) Let @ be a 
theory over a set of symbols Z, X E L, and M 
a model for a. M is un X-minimal model for 
Sp ifl there is no other model M’ for @ such that 
pos(M’)nX C pos(M)nX. If M is an X-minima/ 
model for X = t, it will be culled simply a minimal 
model. 

3 General algorithms 
Cadoli [Cad921 h as shown that the problem of 
findin 
PNP[ 8 

an X-minimal model for a theory is 
(‘“gra)l-hard. Roughly, this means that it is 

at least as hard as problems that can be solved 
by a deterministic polynomial algorithm that uses 
O(logn) calls to an NP oracle. In Figure 1 we show 
an algorithm for computing X-minimal models that 
takes O(n2) steps and uses O(n) calls to an NP 
oracle (where n is the number of variables in the 
theory). In Figure 2 we show a variation of this al- 
gorithm that uses a procedure for satisfiability that 
also returns a model in case the theory is satisfiable. 
The algorithm suggests the following: 
Theorem 3.1 Let C be a class of theories over a 
language ,C having the following properties: 

I. There is un algorithm CY such that for any theory 
(a E C, cx both decides whether @ is satisfiable 
and produces a model for @ (if there is one) in 
time O(tc). 

2. C is closed under instantiation, that is, for every 
@ E C and for every literal L in ic, @a(L) E C. 

Then for any theory @ E C, an X-minimal model 
for @ can be found in time O(lXltc). 

Corollary 3.2 An X-minimal model for a 2-CNF 
theory @ can be found in time O(lXln) where n is 
the length of the theory. 

However, using a straightforward reduction from 
VERTEX COVER [Kar72], we can show that if 
we are interested in finding a minimum cardinality 

Find-X-minimal( @, X, M) 
Input: A theory @ and a subset of the variables in a’, 
X. Output: true if @ is satisfiable, false otherwise. 
In case ~$3 is satisfiable, the output variable M is an 
X-minimal model for @. 

1. If lsat(@) return false; 

2. For i= 1 to n M[i] = false; 
3. Let PI, . . . . P, be an ordering on the variables in Q 

such that the first 1x1 variables are all the variables 
from X. 

4. For i := 1 to n do 
If sat(@u{lPi}) then Q := @a{-Pi} 
else @ := @@{Pi}, M[i] = true; 

5. return true; 

Figure 1: Algorithm Find-X-minimal 

Find-X-minimal2( a, X, M) 
1. If -rmodel-sat(@, M) return false; 

2. negX := {PIP E X,-P E M}; X := X-negX; 
a := (PU{-P(P E negX}; 

3. While X # 0 do 

a. Let P E X; 
b. If Tmodel-sat(@U{lP},M’) then Q := <p@(P) 

else Qp := @@{lP}, M := M’; 
c. x := x - u-y; If X = 0 return true; 

Figure 2: Algorithm Find-X-minimal2 

model for a 2-CNF theory (namely, a model that 
assigns true to a minimum number of symbols), 
the situation is not so bright: 
Theorem 3.3 The following decision problem is 
NP-complete: Given a positive 2-CNF theory Q 
and an integer K, does @ have a model of curdi- 
nulity 5 K? 

4 Algorithms for almost- 
theories 

In this section, we present algorithms for computing 
minimal models of a propositional theory which are 
efficient for almost Horn theories. The basic idea 
is to instantiate as few variables as possible so that 
the remaining theory will be a Horn theory and 
then find a minimal model for the remaining theory 
in linear time. 
4.1 Algorithm for theories with only a 

few non-Morn clauses 

Algorithm MinSAT is efficient when most of “the 
theory is Horn and there are only few non-Horn 
clauses. Given a theory, MinSAT works as follows: 
It first tries to solve satisfiability by unit propaga- 
tion. If the empty clause was not generated and no 
positive clause is left, the theory is satisfiable, and 
the unique minimal model assigns false to the vari- 
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MinSAT(@, M) 
models, we need to compare all the models gener- 

Input: A theory @. Output: true if Q is satisfiable, 
ated. Therefore, the complexity of finding all mini- 

false otherwise. In case @ is satisfiable, the output 
mal models for a theory in the class Xl!k is O(7~rn~~). 

variable M wilI contain a set of models for @ that is 4.2 Algorithms that exploit the 
a superset of ~11 the minimal models of @. positive graph of a theory 

1. Q :=UnitInst(@, I, Sat); If not Sat return false; 
2. If @ contains no positive clauses then begin M := 

(IU(7PIP E Q}}; return true; encl. 
3. M := 0; Let A b e a complete set of covers for the set 

of all the positive clauses in @. 
For each S E A do: 

If MinSAT(QuS, M’) then 
M := MU combine(1, M’); 

4. If M == 0 then return false else return true; 
I ’ V= {PIP is a positive literal in some clause in @}, 

Figure 3: Algorithm MinSAT E= {(P, Q)I P and Q appear positive in the same 

In this section we will identify tractable subsets for 
satisfiability and for finding all minimal models by 
using topological analysis of what we call the pos- 
itive graph of a theory. The positive graph reflects 
on the interactions of the positive literals in the 
theory. 

Definition 4.2 (positive graph of a theory) 
Let @ be a theory. The positive graph of @ is an 
undirected graph (V, E) defined as follows: 

ables in the remaining theory. If a nonempty set of 
positive clauses is left, we compute a cover for the 
remaining set of positive clauses, replace them with 
the cover, and then call MinSAT recursively on the 
new theory. If the theory is not satisfiable, or if 
we are interested in all minimal models, we have to 
call MinSAT again with a different cover. 

is true. The procedure combine(I, h4) gets a set of 
literals I and a set of sets of literals A4 and returns 
the set {SlS = WUI, w E M). 

We can show that MinSAT returns a superset of 

Algorithm MinSAT is shown in Figure 3. The 
procedure Unit.Z’nst(@, I, Sat) gets a theory Q, and 

all the minimal models of the theory. We group 

returns nf(@). I contains the set of unit clauses 
used for the instantiations. Sat is false iff the empty 

all the propositional theories in classes !I!o, 91, . . . 

clause belongs to the normal form; otherwise Sat 

as follows: 
* Q E !I?0 iff nf(@) h as no positive clauses or con- 

tains the empty clause. 

clause). 

Note that @ is a Horn theory iff its positive graph 
has no edges. 

Definition 4.3 (vertex cover) Let G = (V, E) 
be a graph. A vertex cover of G is a set V’ 5 V 
such that for each e E E there is some v E V’ such 
that v E e. 

can consider all possible instantiations of the vari- 
ables in the cover. Each such instantiation yields a 
Horn theory for which we can find a minimal model 

We take “vertex cover of the theory” to mean 

(if there is one) in linear time. When we combine 

“vertex cover of the positive graph of the theory”. 
An algorithm that computes a superset of all 

minimal models based on a vertex cover of a theory 

the model for the Horn theory with the cover in- 
stantiation, a model of the original theory results. 
We can show that a superset of all minimal mod- 
els of a theory can be generated in this way. If we 
are interested only in deciding satisfiability, we can 

0 Q[, E *k+lcl iff for some A that is a complete set 
of covers for C and for each S in A, @@S belongs 
to %l!k, where C is the set of positive clauses in 
n @. 
N-5 ) o e that if a theory has k: non-Horn clauses it 

belongs to the class qj for some j 2 k and that 
all Horn theories belong to Qo. We can show that 
if <P E @k then the above algorithm runs in time 
O(nmk), where n is the length of the input and m 
the maximum number of positive literals that ap- 
pear in any clause. This is also the worst case com- 
plexity if we are interested only in deciding satisfi- 
ability. Since for every k the class Qk is closed un- 
der instantiation, we can use Theorem 3.1 to prove 
that: 
Proposition 4.1 If a theory 4p belongs to the class 
gk for some k, then an X-minimal model for Q, can 
be found in time O(jXjnmk). 
Algorithm MinSAT returns a superset of all the 
minimal models. To identify the set of all minimal 

stop once the first model is found. Hence,. 

Theorem 4.4 If the positive graph of a theory @ 
has a vertex cover of cardinality c, then the satisfia- 
bility of Qi can be decided in time O(n2c), where n is 
the size of the theory, and an X-minimal model for 
@ can be found in time O(IXjn2’). The set of all 
minimal models of Q, can be found in time O(n22c). 

In general, the problem of finding a minimum- 
cardinality vertex cover of a graph is NP-hard. A 
greedy heuristic procedure for finding a vertex cover 
could simply remove the node with maximum de- 
gree from the graph and continue with the reduced 
graph until all nodes are disconnected. The set of 
all nodes removed is a vertex cover. 

Algorithm VC-minSAT (Figure 4) integrates the 
above heuristic into a backtrack algorithm for find- 
ing the minimal models. MaxDegree takes the 
positive graph as an input and returns a symbol 
(node) that has a maximum degree. If there is more 
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VC-minSAT(@, M, G) 
Input: A theory @ and a positive graph of a, G. 

Output: true if @ is satisfiable, otherwise false. If Xi? 
is satisfiable, M contains a superset of all minimal 
models for @. 

1. I := 0; @ := UnitInst(G, I, Sat); 
2. If +‘at return false; G := Update(Q, G); 
3. If G is disconnected then 

begin M := qJ{+IP E @a); return true; end. 

4. P := MaxDegree( Sat := false; M = 0; 
5. If VC-minSAT(@U{P}, Mt , G) then 

M := combine(I, M+); 
6. If VC-minSAT(@U{~P}, M-, G) then 

M := MUcombine(I, M-); 
7. If M == 0 return false else return true 

Figure 4: Algorithm VC-minSAT 

than one such symbol, it chooses the one that ap- 
pears in a maximum number of non-Horn clauses 
in the theory. Updute(@, G) returns the positive 
graph of @, by updating G. We can show that al- 
gorithm VC-minSAT produces a superset of all the 
minimal models. 

We should mention here that the idea of ini- 
tializing variables in a theory until the remaining 
theory is Horn has been suggested, in the context 
of solving the satisfiability problem, by Gallo and 
Scutella [GSM] d an was recently extended by Dalal 
and Etherington [DE92]. The advantages of our ap- 
proach are that we provide an intuitive criteria for 
how the variables to be instantiated are selected 
and we classify the performance of the algorithm 
using a well-understood and largely explored graph- 
ical property, vertex cover. 

Also note that we could define the negative graph 
of a theory just as we defined the positive graph. 
We could then write an algorithm that is analogous 
to VC-minSAT and is efficient for deciding satisfia- 
bility of theories for which the negative graph has a 
small vertex cover. Clearly, algorithm minSAT also 
has an analogous algorithm that considers negative 
instead of positive clauses. 

5 Computing minimal models on 
acyclic networks of relations 

In this section we provide efficient algorithms for 
theories that can be represented as acyclic relations 
of low arity. We next define the notions of con- 
straint networks and relations and show how they 
can represent propositional theories and their sat- 
isfying models. 

Definition 5.1 (relations, networks, schemes) 
Given a set of variables X = {Xl, . . . . X,), 
each associated with a domain of discrete values 

Dl > “‘> Dn, respectively, a relation (or, alterna- 
tively, a constraint) p = p(X1, . . . . Xn) is any subset 

p c D1 x D2 x . . . x D,. 

The projection of p onto a subset of variables R, 
denoted ]CIR(~) or pR, is the set of tuples defined 
on the variables in R that can be extended to a tu- 
ple in p. A constraint network IV over X is a 
set ~1, . . . , pt of such relations. Each relation pi is 
defined on a subset of variables .S’a 5 X. We also 
denote by ~(,!$a) th e relation specified over Si. The 
set of subsets S = (.!?I, .., St} is called the scheme 
of N. The network N represents a unique relation 
rel(N) d fi d e ne over X, which stands for all consis- 
tent assignments (or all solutions), namely, 

rel(N) = {x = (xl, . . . . x7%)l vsi E s>HSi(x) E pi}’ 

A partial assignment T = t is a value assignment to 
a subset of variables T E X. The operator W is the 
join operator in relational databases. If rel(N) = p, 
we say that N describes or represents p. 

Any propositional theory can be viewed as a spe- 
cial kind of constraint network, where the do- 
main of each variable is { 0,l) (corresponding to 
{false, true}) and where each clause specifies a 
constraint (in other words, a relation) on its propo- 
sitional symbols. The scheme of a theory is ac- 
cordingly defined as the scheme of its correspond- 
ing constraint network, and the set of all models 
of the theory corresponds exactly to the set of all 
solutions of its corresponding constraint network. 

Example 5.2 Consider the theory ip = (iA V 
lB,lB v d’, C v D). This theory can be 
viewed as a constraint network over the vari- 
ables {A, B, C, D), where the corresponding rela- 
tions are the truth tables of each clause, that is, 
p(AB) = (OO,Ol, lo), p(BC) = {OO,Ol, lo}, and 
p(CD) = (Ol,lO, 11). The scheme of the theory @ 
is (AB, BC, CD). The set of all solutions to this 
network (and hence the set of models of (a) is 

p(ABCD) = {0001,0010,0011,0101,1001,1010, loll}. 

Note that <p has two minimal models: {0001,0010}. 

The scheme of a theory can be associated with a 
constraint graph where each relation in the scheme 
is a node in the graph and two nodes are con- 
nected iff the corresponding relations have variables 
in common. The arcs are labeled by the common 
variables. For example, the constraint graph of the 
theory @ of Example 5.2 is as follows: 

;t 
B/ \C 

/ \ 
AB CD 
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Theories that correspond to a constraint graph 
that is a tree are called acyclic theories, and their 
corresponding tree-like constraint graph is called a 
join tree. 

We next present two algorithms for computing 
minimal models for acyclic theories. These algo- 
rithms will be extended to arbitrary theories via a 
procedure known as tree-clustering [DP89], which 
compiles any theory into a tree of relations. Con- 
sequently, given a general theory, the algorithms 
presented next work in two steps: A join-tree is 
computed by tree-clustering, and then a specialized 
tree-algorithm for computing the minimal models 
is applied. The complexity of tree-clustering is ex- 
ponential in the size of the maximal arity of the 
generated relations, and hence our algorithms are 
efficient for theories that can be compiled into net- 
works of low-arity relations. We should note, how- 
ever, that even in the cases where tree-clustering 
is expensive, it might still be use&l since it offers 
a systematic way of representing the models of the 
theory in a hierarchical structure capable of sup- 
porting information retrieval without backtracking. 

5.1 Finding a subset of all minimal 
models 

For the rest of Section 5, we will assume that we are 
dealing with constraint networks that correspond 
to propositional theories, and hence the domain of 
each variable is (0,l) and we have the ordering 
1 > 0. We will also assume that we are looking for 
models that are minimal over all the symbols in the 
language of the theory, namely, X-minimal models 
where X is the set of all symbols in the theory. 

Definition 5.3 Given a relation p defined on a set 
of variables X, and given two tuples r and t in p, 
we say that t + r, iff for some Xo in X, tx,, + rx,, 
and, for all Xi E X, txi + rxi or txi = rxi. 
We say that t and r agree on a subset of variables 
SCX i#rs=ts. 
Definition 5.4 (conditional minimal models) 
Given a relation p over X and a subset of variables 
S z X, a tuple t E p is conditionally minimal w.r.t. 
S iff p r E p such that r agrees with t on S and 
tx-s + rx-s. The set of all conditional mini- 
mal models (tuples) of p w.r.t. S = s is denoted 
min(p \ S = s). The set of all conditional minimal 
m0dels (tuples) of p w.r.t. S is denoted min(p \ S> 
and is defined as the union over all possible assign- 
ments s to S of min(p \ S = s). min(p \ (0) is 
abbreviated to min(p). 

Example 5.5 Consider the relation 

p(ABCD) = {0111,1011,1010,0101,0001}. 

In this case, we have min(p) = (1010, OOOl}, 
min(p \ W, D)) = {0111,1011,1010, OOOl}, and 
min(p \ {A}) = {0001,1010}. 

One can verifv that: (1) any minimal tuple of a pro- 
jection IIs (p j can be’ extended to a minimal tuple 
of p, but not vice versa; (2) a conditionally minimal 
tuple is not necessarily a minimal tuple; and (3) a 
minimal tuple is a conditional minimal tuple w.r.t. 
to all subsets. 

Next we show that, given a join-tree, a sub- 
set of all minimal models can be computed in 
output polynomial time. The idea is as follows: 
Once we have a rooted join-tree (which is pair-wise 
consistentl), we can take all minimal tuples in the 
root node and extend them (via the join operation) 
with the matching conditional minimal tuples in 
their child nodes. This can be continued until we 
reach the leaves. It can be shown that all the mod- 
els computed in this way are minimal and that they 
are generated in a backtrack-free manner; however, 
not all the minimal models will be generated. In 
order to enlarge the set of minimal models cap- 
tured, we can reapply the procedure where each 
node serves as a root. We can show that if every 
minimal model has a projection that is minimal in 
at least one relation of the tree, the algorithm will 
generate all the minimal models. Formally, 

Definition 5.6 (parents of S) Given a scheme 
s = {Sl, . ..) St} of a rooted join-tree, we associate 
each subset Si with its parent subset SP i) 

s 
in the 

rooted tree. We call an ordering d = 1, .., St a 
tree-ordering iff a parent node adways precedes its 
child nodes. 

Definition 5.7 Let T be a rooted join-tree with So 
at the root. Let pi be the relation associated with 
Sa and let d = So,Sl, . . . . St be a tree-ordering. We 
define 

p’(T) = min(p0) W=i..t (min(pi \ S,(i))). 

Theorem 5.8 Let T be a rooted join-tree with a 
tree-ordering {Sl, . . ..&I. Then PO(T) is a subset 
of all the minimal models of T, and p’(T) can be 
computed in O(L C,“=, Ipil) steps where L is the 
number of minimal models in the output and pi is 
the input relation associated with Sd. 

Example 5.9 Consider the join-tree that corre- 
sponds to the theory 4[, in Example 5.2. Assum- 
ing BC is the root, we can use the tree-ordering 
d = BC, AB, CD. Since tuple (BC = 00) is the 
only minimal model of p(BC), it is selected. This 
tuple can be extended by A = 0 and by D = 1, re- 
sulting in one minimal model of p, namely the tuple 
(ABCD = 0001). If AB plays the role of a root, 
we will still be computing the same minimal model. 
However, when CD plays the role of a root, we will 

IPair-wise consistency, or arc consistency, is a pro- 
cess that when applied to join-trees will delete from the 
join-tree all the tuples that do not belong to any solu- 
tion. Pair-wise consistency can be achieved in polyno- 
mial time. 
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mini(@) 
Input: A theory @. 

min2(T) 

Output: A subset of all the minimal models of Qi. 

1. Apply tree-clustering to @. If the theory is not satisfi- 
able, stop and exit. Else, generate join-tree T. Apply 
pair-wise consistency to T. 

2. For each node R in 2’ do: For each join tree T’ rooted 
at R compute p’(Y). 

Input: A pair-wise consistent join tree 2’ which corre- 
sponds to a theory @. 
Output: All minimal models of 4. 

1. Traverse the tree bottom up and compute Pmin(R) 
for each node R visited using equations (1) and (2). 

2. output Pmin(P), where R” is the root node. 
L 

3. Output the union of aJl models computed. Figure 6: Algorithm min2 

Figure 5: Algorithm minl 

compute the tupde (ABCD = OOlO), which is also 
a minimal model of p. 

From Theorem 5.8, it follows that, given an acyclic 
network or any general backtrack-free network rel- 
ative to an ordering d, one minimal model can be 
computed in time that is linear in the size of the 
network and the total subset of minimal models 
p’(T) can be computed in time proportional to the 
size of the set. We summarize this in algorithm 
minl, given in Figure 5. 
Theorem 5.10 (complexity of minl ) 
The complexity of minl is O(n2” + nLlpl), where 
k is the maximum arity of any relation in the join- 
tree, n is the number of relations, p is the largest 
relation in the generated tree T, and L is the num- 
ber of minimal models generated. 
So minl is especially eficient when the theory is 
compiled into a join-tree having relations with low 
arity. We next present two sufhcient conditions for 
the completeness of algorithm mini . 

Theorem 5.11 (sufficient condition) Suppose 
T is a join-tree having the scheme S = {Sl, . . . . St}, 
and suppose that for every minimal model t of T 
there is a scheme Si E S such that II,,(t) is in 
min(p(Si)). Then mini , when applied to T, will 
generate all the minimal models of T. 
Theorem 5.12 (local sufficient condition) 
Suppose that for every node S in a join-tree T the 
set min(p(S) \ S’) is totally ordered, where 5” is 
the set of all variables that are common to S and 
at least one of its neighbors in the tree. Then minl 
I when applied to T, will generate all the minimal 
models. 

5.2 Listing all minimal models 
Algorithm mini does not necessarily produce all 
minimal models because, as the following example 
shows, it is not always the case that all minimal 
models are minimal within at least one subrelation. 

Example 5.13 Consider the join-tree where the 
variables are (A, B, C, D, E, F, G), the scheme is 
a tree (ABC, BCDEF, EFG), and the corre- 
sponding relations are p(ABC) = {011,110,000), 

p(BCDEF) = (11011,10100, OOOlO}, and 
p(EFG) = (110,000,101}. The reader can ver- 
ify that the tuple (0110110) is a minimal model for 
this network, but its projection relative to any of 
the relations is not minima!. 

We now present a second algorithm, min2 , that 
computes all the minimal models but is not as effi- 
cient as mini in the sense that during processing 
it may generate models of the theory that are not 
minimal. Some of those models will be pruned only 
at the final stage. Nevertheless, we conjecture that 
the algorithm is optimal for trees. 

Basically, algorithm min2 computes partial 
minimal models recursively while traversing the 
join-tree bottom up. When we visit a node R, 
we prune all the partial models that we already 
know cannot be extended to a minimal model. The 
resulting subset of partial models is denoted by 
Pmin(R). More formally, let TR denote the net- 
work rooted at node R and SR the set of all vari- 
ables that R shares with its parent. We define 

Pmin(R) = min(rel(TR) \ SR). 

Since SR & R, 

Pmin(R) = min(JR \ SR) 

where JR is defined to be 
(1) 

JR = min(rel(TR) \ R). 

Note that for the root node R”, Pmin(R’) is the 
set of all minimal models of the whole tree (con- 
ditioning is on the empty set). We can show that 
JR can be expressed recursively as a function of 
Pmin(Ul), . . . . Pmin( Uta) where U1, . . . . Un are R’s 
children: 

JR = p(R) M (CQFzl Pmin(U;)). (2) 

This allows a bottom-up computation of Pmin(R) 
starting at the leaf nodes. The algorithm is sum- 
marized in Figure 6. 

Example 5.14 Consider again the tree-network of 
Example 5.9. Algorithm min2 will perform the 
following computations: 

Pmin(AB) = min(p(AB) \ {B}) = (00, Ol}, 
Pmin(CD) = min(p(CD) \ (C)) = (01, lo}, 
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Pmin(BC) = min(p(BC) W 
(Pmin(AB) W Pmin(CD))) = 

min(p(BC) W (ABCD = {0001,0010,0101,0110))) = 
min({0001,0010,0101)) = {0010,0001). 

We see that although the theory has 7 models, only 4 
intermediate models were generated during the com- 
putation. 
The reader can also verify that algorithm mid 
produces all the minimal models of Example 5.13. 
We can show that min2 computes all and only the 
minimal models. The complexi?$y of min2 (with- 
out the tree-clustering preprocessing step ) can be 
bounded as follows: 

Theorem 5.15 Let r be the maximum number of 
tuples in any relation ~a in the join-tree, and sup- 
pose that for every node R in the join-tree lJ~l 5 
m. Then the complexity of min2 is O(nm’), where 
n is the number of relations. 

Consequently, if the ratio between the number of 
minimal models, I, and } JRI is less than some c for 
every node R in the tree, then the number of models 
generated will be linear in c -1. 

6 Conclusion 

The task of finding all or some of the minimal 
models of a theory is at the heart of many knowl- 
edge representation systems. This paper focuses on 
this task and introduces several characterizations of 
tractable subsets for this problem. 

We have presented new algorithms for finding 
minimal models of a propositional theory. The first 
group of algorithms is effective for almost-Horn the- 
ories. The other group is effective for theories that 
can be represented as an acyclic network of small- 
arity relations. 

Loveland and colleagues (e.g. [LovSl]) have 
shown how SLD resolution for first-order Horn the- 
ories can be modified to be efficient for near-Horn 
theories. We use different methods and provide 
worst-case complexities. Cadoli [Cad921 has de- 
scribed a partition of the set of propositional the- 
ories into classes for which the problem of finding 
one minimal model is tractable or NP-hard. His 
classification is different from ours but, as in Sec- 
tion 5, is also done by considering the set of logical 
relations that correspond to to the theory. An algo- 
rithm that exploits acyclic theories for computing 
minimum cardinality models is given in [FD92]. 

The ultimate usefulness of our algorithms must 
be tested by implementing them in systems that 
solve real-world problems in diagnosis or logic pro- 
gramming. We believe, however, that in any event 
the algorithms and the theoretical bounds provided 
in this paper are of value since the problem of com- 
puting minimal models is so fundamental. 
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